Stay current on the ever-changing regulatory environment with 10 audio recordings of industry experts offering updates on topics relevant to the food & beverage service industry.

Ovid and FX Conferences offer thousands of professional development hours for your teams, conveniently packaged and delivered as a collection of audio recordings to save you time and money.

Topics in this collection have a global appeal and are relevant for multiple departments within your organization—R & D, Market Research, Compliance, and more. Each of the 10 recordings consists of a 45-minute, telephone-based presentation delivered by expert international speakers, followed by a 15-minute question-and-answer session (collection available with and without transcripts).

RECORDINGS:

1. The Food Safety Modernization Act – What It Really Means (And What It Doesn't)
   Speaker: Benjamin L England, Founder and CEO, FDAImports.com

2. Food Defense – Regulatory Requirements and New Developments
   Speakers: William L Ramsey, Director of Security, McCormick & Company

3. FDA Targeted Inspections – Determining if Your Facility is High-Risk
   Speaker: Sarah Brew, Partner, Faegre Baker Daniels LLP

4. Food Industry Update – Responding to an FDA Form 483
   Speaker: Lisa Capote, Partner, Arrastia & Capote LLP

5. Contaminated Food Product Insurance – Are You Covered?
   Speakers: Robert D. Chesler, Lowenstein Sandler and Cathleen Kelly, Partner, Nelson Levine de Luca & Hamilton

6. Effective Sanitation Programs for Listeria Control
   Speaker: Dr. Norman G. Marriott, Professor Emeritus, Department of Food Science and Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

7. The Secret FSMA Time Bombs Affecting the International Food Supply Chain
   Speaker: Benjamin L England, Founder and CEO, FDAImports.com

8. The Foreign Supplier Verification Program and What It Means for the Food Industry
   Speaker: Marc C. Sanchez, Regulatory Counsel, Contract In-House Counsel and Consultants, LLC

9. Avoiding and Responding to FDA Import Alerts
   Speaker: Lisa Capote, Partner, Arrastia & Capote LLP

10. FSMA and Traceability – Complying With FDA's New Requirements
Speaker: Pamela Sweeten, Principal, P. Sweeten Consulting
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